are used by most group selectionists. It is legitimate to consider groups as wholes, but phrases like these invite mnisunderstanding. They invite an unanalytical holism, an idea, held even by some biologists (6) , that selection of groups-aswholes does more than in fact it can do, and that sacrifice of the individual to the group-as-whole is an established evolutionary principle. It is not, or rather it can be looked at in another way. What actually happens in the cases in question is that some individuals ("altruists") are sacrificed or sacrifice themselves or their chance of reproducing to the advantage of other individuals in the group, and that therefore the group survives. If this is holism, it is reductionist holism, capable of conceptual and mathematical analysis.
Group or set selection may be broadly defined as differential elimination and survival of groups or sets at all conceivable nonliving and living levels (ref. 7 ; and see supplementary notes at end of the present paper). Biologists usually tacitly restrict "group selection" to selection among groups of conspecific individual organisms, but the groups may be of various kinds, some of which are specified below.
Biological altruism may be broadly defined as including all conditions and behaviors by which some individuals benefit others of the same species without benefitting themselves, but the altruism may be either indirect or direct, involuntary or voluntary, one-way or reciprocal (ref. 8 ; ref. 4 , pp. 120-121), and nonresponsive or responsive. Examples are given below.
The deme-selection model Deme selection is a relatively simple form of group selection, suited to analysis. Demes are small groups or subpopulations of individuals localized in different places within the boundaries of a larger population (or "metapopulation"), so that they are partly or temporarily isolated from each other. Deme selection occurs when demes vary in their composition and when, as a result of the variation, some demes die out and are replaced by dispersal from surviving demes.
Simple models of evolution of altruism by deme selection consist of sets of demes made up of varying numbers of two kinds of individuals: non-A's, which are not altruists, and A's, or altruists, which have a gene (allele) which reduces their fitness but causes them to contribute to the survival or reproductive success of other individuals. A's might feed other individuals, or fight for them, or sacrifice themselves for them, voluntarily or involuntarily.
The particular model now to be considered involves altruism by involuntary self-sacrifice. In it, A's have a gene causing a physiological defect, which reduces their fitness but makes them unpalatable to a predator which, after killing and tasting an A, refrains from attacking other individuals in the deme. This model is presented in more detail and analyzed mathematically by Levin Reinforcement and esthetics Evolutionists ought to look for reinforcement in the evolutionary history of man. It has probably occurred frequently, and it may be the origin of many human emotions, including the pleasure men take in performing altruistic acts (13). It may also be the origin of man's esthetic emotions. Our esthetic appreciations are primarily emotional. We do not enjoy a landscape or the sound of music because our reason tells us to, although our complex brains have greatly increased the complexity of the pictures and music we enjoy. Some esthetic emotions are evidently based on sex. But the pleasure we feel in looking at an appropriate piece of the environment, or a picture of it, may be the same sort of pleasure that an ape or a mouse feels in its environment and that keeps it there. And the pleasure we take in hearing the human voice and (by extension) music may have its evolutionary source in emotional reinforcement of social communication. Increasingly complex vocal communication was surely selectively advantageous during human evolution, and its selection was presumably reinforced and strengthened by making both the uttering and the hearing of approprivate sounds a pleasure. Other mammals that communicate by sounds presumably feel something like the same pleasure, for the same reason, and so probably do birds. Evolution has probably reinforced birds' singing by making both the singing and the hearing of it by other birds pleasurable. If this is anthropomorphism, it is a realistic anthropomorphism, and it should not be carried too far. Human pleasure and bird pleasure may be very different. Birds are not little people. THROWING Modern evolutionists concentrate on what they can see and measure. This is good, but only up to a point. Some compobly beendimportant too. Evolutionary reinforcement is one. It has probably been an unmeasured factor in many special cases of evolution of behavior. Throwing is a special case which exemplifies both the possible importance of a difficult-to-mneasure factor in (human) evolution and the role of reinforcement.
Anatomical modifications of the arm for throwing are not conspicuous; fossil arm bones are rare; and thrown stones, unlike "pebble tools," were presumably scattered and not brought together at camp sites where they can be recognized. There is, therefore, no clearly visible evidence of the evolution of man's throwing arm and throwing behavior. Hamilton (ref. 14, pp. 129-130), noting and criticizing an earlier hypothesis of K. R. L. Hall, makes some guesses about the origin of throwing in relation to other behaviors, but otherwise throwing has been largely ignored by students of primuate and human evolution, although the evolution of primate locomotion (throwing must be coordinated with locomotion) has been studied in detail. Washburn (15) has written a classic paper on tools and human evolution and (16) has compared the locomotor functions of the arm in ape and man; Robinson (17) and Jenkins (18) To come back to the brain, it is a commonplace that structure and function evolve together. When, during the evolution of ape into man, the brain increased in size and complexity, it was presumably performing new functions. To say that its principal new function was exercise of intelligence is not enough. Intelligence is an imprecise concept, and intelligent behavior involves delay in responses and may be less advantageous to most animals than instantaneous stereotyped behavior. The evolving human brain probably performed more specific functions, of more direct selective advantage. Effective throwing was surely selectively advantageous, and it probably required evolution of a brain with special, new characteristics.
Most animal behavior is concerned with not more than two principal moving objects (the animal itself and another animal), and the brain need not model the relationship between the two with great precision. But effective throwing requires precise correlation of three moving objects (the animal, the object thrown, and another animal). Probably nothing that apes do requires such complex correlation or such precision. The solving of three-body problems-that is, the modeling of complex geometric patterns with the precision required for effective throwing-may have been a decisive factor in the evolution of the pre-human brain. [I suggested this 18 years ago, in a publication unlikely to be noticed by students of human evolution (ref. 22, pp. 624-625) .]
Obviously, throwing was only one of many factors in the evolution of the human brain. It may have been directly important only during the australopithecine stage of prehuman evolution, during which the brain increased gradually in size and presumably in complexity. But during this stage throwing may have been a decisive factor in preadapting the brain to perform still more complex and precise functions later: in counting (the first step toward arithmetic and mathematics), geometry, and language. Of course this is only the bare outline of one hypothetical, invisible, and unquantifiable sequence of adaptation, preadaptation, and further adaptation in the complex evolutionary history of man.
This hypothesis can be extended. Evolution evidently reinforced throwing behavior by making it pleasurable, which it still is, and the pleasure may have been extended to doing other complex activities precisely, that is, to taking pride and pleasure in good workmanship. This is another unquantifiable characteristic of man which presumably has an evolutionary origin.
We now know that throwing ability varies and is at least partly heritable (23) , which is consistent with its evolution by selection.
SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES
In order to keep the body of this paper simple and straightforward, some details have been relegated to the following supplementary notes.
Group selection in a broad sense is differential elimination at any level, of groups pre-formed by processes at lower levels; this is an essential concept of multi-level evolution. Group selection in this sense plays an overriding, limiting, and supplementing role in all organic evolution. For example, during human evolution, group selection must have supplemented individual selection in evolution of throwing behavior, of an increasingly complex brain, and of vocal comdemes, tribes, and nations) in which individuals performed relatively poorly. Group selection is also a homeostatic process which controls rates of evolution. For further discussion see ref. 10 (29) suggest the role of pleasure in evolution of hunting and war. Morris (30) emphasizes that chimpanzees take pleasure in painting, and notes (pp. 158-159) that when one chimpanzee was rewarded for painting, the quality of its art deteriorated until "any old scribble" was followed by a request for reward. All these authors give additional references. Behaviorists recognize pleasure as reinforcement but not, I think, as a factor in evolution. For example, Alcock (ref. 31 , p. 222) notes that the brain's limbic system produces "sensations-of pleasure (positive reinforcement)," and King (32) discusses reinforcement in an evolutionary context, but neither of these authors specifically considers emotional reinforcements as factors in evolution of selectively advantageous behaviors.
The selective advantage of throwing presumably depended partly on its use in hunting. Many anthropologists and evolutionists now think that man's ancestors were in fact meateating hunters (actually omnivores, with meat relatively important in the diet) for millions of years, and that this was an essential stage in pre-human evolution (e.g., refs. 33 and 34) . This is not a new idea. Read (35) , in 1925, argued persuasively that "man was differentiated from the anthropoids by becoming a hunter," and refers to pertinent publications back to 1900, and to hints by both Darwin and Wallace.
Almost every statement of fact and every generalization in this short paper has, of necessity, been oversimplified. I hope that readers will understand this, and will find the simplifications fair and useful.
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